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Laptops are the best replacement for desktop computers. They provide similar performance and are
much lighter and sleek as compared to the desktops. They are easily carried anywhere and run on
batteries that can be chargeable. The laptops today have gone under tremendous change with great
specifications and advanced technology, one would definitely prefer to have laptops than the
desktop. The Laptop price list in 2011 comes in all ranges and suits all types of budget. People are
now more open to own a laptop as it is transportable and compact.

There are many brands today that manufacture excellent laptops to suit all individual needs.
Companies like Lenovo, Toshiba and HCL are manufacturing laptops with cutting-edge-technology
and giving the best of everything that one needs for domestic and business use.

Lenovo laptops price list in 2011 can be regarded as attractive and one can find a wide range of
price tags on the various models provided by Lenovo. The company has come up with many
excellent devices like the G series, S series, Thinkpad and many more. The price ranges from as
low as Rs. 17,000 approximately and increases as the features increase.

Toshiba has been constantly upgrading their devices by providing innovative features and the latest
technology in their laptops. The Toshiba laptops come in a variety of ranges and various advanced
features that are packed in laptop, which are priced just right. They provide laptops for each
different use like multimedia features, entertainment, ultra mobile and thin laptops along with
gaming facilities as well. The Toshiba business laptops come in 6 categories along with the
Ultrabook that make it convenient to choose a model from Toshiba. For the daily computing you get
laptops that come in 15.6 inches to 17.3 inches with different configurations. The Toshiba laptops
price list 2011 should be checked with the store to get the exact figure.

The HCL laptops cater to all your computing needs and you enjoy experiencing the latest
technology and the advanced features equipped in the HCL laptops. The company provides high â€“
end HCL ME laptops for corporate use and enhance business productivity by decreasing the total
cost. The laptops offer complete security with ultra efficient manageability and great efficiency in
their productivity to increase business. The HCL ME laptops provide user friendly and multimedia
features in their laptops. You can choose from the various models that come from budget prices to
high-end prices with different configurations. The HCL laptops price list 2011 begins from 13,800 to
Rs. 50,000 and above.
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